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Abstract

I he focus of this research is in the area of participatory development; a case study of the 

Constituency Development Fund (CDF), Wajir District It takes particular interest on 

how the CDF is being implemented and usscsses the level of participation of the local 

community and their influence on the development agenda The study takes cognizance 

of the Government’s ingenious innovation to channel funds to the local levels. I he fund 

provides an opportunity for individuals at the grassroots level to make expenditure 

choices in line with their needs and preferences.

I his research project was guided by the reflective practice model which advances the 

need to Mend the local and expert knowledge with field experiences. It is a model that 

enhances community participation. A total of 138 respondents and 17 key informants 

were interviewed using structured questionnaires, opinion scales and focus group 

discussion guide The findings underline that community participation in the CDF is low 

and communities arc only drawn to implement pre determined programs, lhc CDF plans 

and decisions arc externally conceptuali/cd and projects arc drawn by experts and handed 

down to the community. It also established that power brokers form the link between 

communities and the CDF patrons. The local leaders also appear to disregard the capacity 

of the local lenders to comprehend development agenda or make choices. I he leaders 

decide for lhc community and coerce them into accepting their views.

'lhc study also observed the supremacy of the elites on the management of the funds; the 

locals seek guidance from the elites who basically decide for them. I he Members of 

Parliament use the fund to meet political pledges and use the hind to reward their cronies 

through contracts. In conclusion it was evident that the fund offers opportunity for the 

community to participate and get involved in all its stages and is appreciated all by the 

local community at large. Nevertheless the challenge lies with the implementers who 

adopt unorthodox means to individually gain at the expense of the majority As a 

recommendation the government should involve the communities in totality and 

communities should promote community participation and more importantly link peoples 

felt needs with the CDF project goal
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CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND OFTIIF. STUDY 

1.0 Introduction
The Government of Kenya like many other nations of the world realized, central planning as 

developmental bottleneck and embraced gradual devolution of decision making power to the 

local level. Recent efforts to National planning in Kenya have sought to identify development 

priority through consultations. I he preparation of the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) 

used broad stakeholder consultations across the entire country to elicit concerns and community 

priorities. Likewise the liconomic Recovery Strategy tor Limployment and Wealth Creation took 

into account stakeholder's priorities through consultations, though not as intensive as the PRSP.

I he most innovative product of this decision was the initiation of the Constituency Development 

hind (CDF). I he approach introduced decentralizing development planning to enhance 

participation of the local communities in the development agenda. I he fund was a consequence 

of the Constituency Development Act of 2001. which is the governance operational framework 

for the fund

I he Constituency Development Fund (CDF) was established in 2003 through the CDF Act in 

The Kenya Gazette Supplement No. 107 (Act No II) o f J a n u a r y  2004. The fund aims to 

control imbalances in regional development brought about by partisan politics. It targets all 

constituency-level development projects, particularly those aiming to combat poverty at the 

grassroots, fhe fund comprises an annual budgetary allocation equivalent to 2.5% of the 

government's ordinary revenue. A motion seeking to increase this allocation to 7.5% of 

government's revenue was recently passed in parliament. 75% of the fund is allocated equally 

amongst all 210 constituencies. The remaining 25% is allocated as per constituency poverty
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levels. A maximum 10% o f each constituency's annual allocation may be used for an education 

bursarv scheme. CDF is managed through *1 committees 2 ol which arc at the national level and 2 

at the grassroots level.

l he CDF was established with a mission to ensure that a specific proportion of the annual 

Government ordinary revenue is devoted to the constituencies for the purpose of development 

and in particular the creation of wealth at the grass root level is spent prudently and in a 

transparent and accountable manner The vision behind the fund was to he the most effective 

and efficient institution in the delivery and utilization of public resources

Kenya's Constituency Development fund (CDF) is one of the ingenious innovations ot the 

National Rainbow Coalition (MARC) Government of Kenya. Unlike other development funds 

that filter from the central government through larger and more layers of administrative organs 

and bureaucracies, funds under this program go directly to local levels and thus provide people at 

the grassroots the opportunity to make expenditure decisions that maximize their welfare 

consistent with the theoretical predictions of decentralization theory Increasingly, however, 

concerns about the utilization of funds under this program arc emerging. Most of the concerns 

revolve around issues of allocative efficiency. (Kimenyi, 2005)

flic CDF provides individuals at the grassroots the opportunity to make expenditure choices that 

maximize then welfare in line with theii needs and preferences. I o the extent that the local 

population is better informed about their priorities, the choices made can be expected to be more 

aligned to their problems and circumstances. The CDF can therefore be considered a 

decentralization scheme that provides communities with the opportunity to make spending 

decisions that maximize social welfare The CDF is an example of what is generally referred to



as Community Driven Development (CDD) initiatives that empower local communities by 

providing fungible funds (often from the central government but sometimes from donor sources).

Although the CDF takes a relatively small amount of national resources- 2.5 percent of 

government's ordinary revenue collected every year, its impact can he significant if the funds arc 

efficiently utilized Because the Fund benefits communities directly, it stimulates local 

involvement in development projects and as a result constituents have more information about 

projects funded under this program. This is evidenced by regular commentaries in the media and 

reports by members of parliament on the status of the CDF projects. As u result of the 

involvement of communities in decision making and monitoring resource use, theory predicts 

that programs such as CDF would result in high levels of efficiency and that the selection of the 

projects would vary across jurisdictions in line with development priorities,

These efficiency outcomes largely arise from the role that communities play in decision making 

and monitoring the use of funds. But constituencies are not created equal. Constituencies vary 

widely in various aspects that may impact on the efficiency of CDF Some of these aspects 

include si/c of the jurisdictions, imputation size, density and diversity, scope of economic 

activities, degree of urbanization, levels of education and poverty.

According to the (1)1 Act. expenses for tunning constituency project offices should not exceed 

3% of annual constituency allocations, liach constituency is required to keep aside 5% as an 

emergency reserve. The CDF is not to l>c used to support political bodies/activitics or personal 

award projects. A sitting MP is not a signatory to the CDF bunk account but convenes the CDF 

Committee in her/his constituency. The penally for misappropriation of the Funds is a prison 

term of up to 5 years, a Kshs 200,000 fine or both CDF project proposals are submitted to MPs
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who in turn forward them to the Clerk of the National Assembly. The approved project list is 

reviewed by the National CDF committee, which presents linal recommendation to the Finance 

Minister.

| . |  Participatory Development

Participation refers to involvement by local populations in the creation, content and conduct of a 

program or policy designed to change their lives. Participation lequires recognition and use of 

local capacities and avoids the imposition ol priorities from the outside. It increases the odds that 

a program will Ik* on target and its results will more likely he sustainable. Ultimately, 

participatory development is driven by a belief in the importance of entrusting local communities 

with the responsibility to shape their own future (http://www.usuid.gov: 1990)'

Participator)' development is a broadly empowering experience, with different groups of people 

gaining different types of power. First, there is ‘the community*, ’local people’, ‘the poor*, 

‘beneficiaries’, ‘primary stakeholders’, a group or perhaps characterized by ns many conllicts of 

interests and inequities o f powers as by commonalities that bind them to these group labels. I hen 

litem is the range of institutions within the policy process that make up ‘secondary’ (or 

institutional) stakeholders. I'hcy include CBOs. NCiOs, local -level service providers, district 

level line ministry managers, local government, donor agencies and national government 

(llolland& Blackburn: 1998)1 2

According to participation theory one of the most important contributions of primary 

stakeholders' participation is to improve the effectiveness of development efforts. Indeed a major

1 t he United States Agency for International Development (USAID). Participation at USAID: Stones. Lesson* and 
Challenges. USAID Participation Forum Summaries, Pm
‘ Holland, J and llluckbum. J <IWX> Whose Voice? Participatory Kcscatcli and Policy Chance. U.K.Hath Press
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rc.ison why many projecis/prograin have nol been effective is because loc.il people aa- not 

involved It is believed that development interventions will more likely achieve their objectives if 

thev have been identified, designed, implemented and evaluated with the participation of the 

people most affected by them (Karl, 2000).' If local people participate actively in 

project/program planning and implementation, they are committed to its success, furthermore 

there is a synergetic relationship between promoting empowerment and effectiveness objectives 

(The World Hank. 2002a).1 * * 4

Participation makes projects and programs more effective as instruments of development in 

many ways f  irstly, participation assures better targeting ol benefits to the poor, increasing the 

impact and ensuring more equitable distribution of development gains (Karl, 2000). Participatory 

methiKls help to find anil .select poor people for a pioject/program anil deselect the less poor 

(Chambers, 1994a)/ Participation can also extend the coverage of projcctx/progrnmincs, 

bringing more poor people within the direct influence of development activities, increasing the 

number of people who can benefit front development (Oakley. 1991)/' Participatory 

development promotes equity and accepts that the exercise of decision making power at the local 

level is as legitimate as it is at the national level Like an important political technology of our 

lime called democracy, it champions the sovereignty of people over the sovereignty of a state It 

is not just ubout meeting a people’s needs. It is about helping to create an environment where 

l>euple can more effectively identify and address their own needs. It explicitly recognizes the

1 Kail. M. (2000) Monitoring and Evaluating Stakeholder Participation ill Agriculture and Rural Development 
Project*: A I itcratorc Review. ( htlp:tfww w.|jo.ueg'*tlPpdirctt/Pprc007l him)
The World Hunk (2000a) .Empowerment and Poverty Reduction: a Sourcebook 

(hnp:/Avww worldbunk org/poverty/cmpowcrmcnt/soiifcchook /draft pdf)
’ (lumber* R. ( 1994a) I he Origins and Practice of Participatory Rural Appraisal. World Development Volume 22, 
n. 7. pp. 9(3-969. Oxford Elsevier Science Lid.

Oakley, P < I*H>1) Project* with People. The Practice of Participation in Kmal Development. Geneva: International 
labour Office
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significance of political and social context in an effort to determine the roots of an enduring 

problem and to avoid harming those who should benefit.

Secondly, participation can increase effectiveness of development activities by ensuring that they 

are based on indigenous knowledge and are more relevant to local needs (Karl. 2000). Local 

people have n wide variety of skills and resources that can he used to find more flexible and 

tailored solutions to their problems, adopting development interventions to local circumstances 

and accommodating broader perspectives and more creative approaches to problem-solving. 

Sustainable changes in poor people's lives can take place if development efforts take account of 

local values and priorities (Oakley et.ul. 1998).

Thirdly, primary stakeholders' participation in projecl/program monitoring helps to detect more 

quickly problems before they develop into major sources of conflict and wastefulness (Rudqvisl 

and Woodford-Berger, 1996)*.furthermore, their involvement in the evaluation of development 

interventions enriches the learning process of development agencies. I ocal people’s judgments 

of what constitutes Success give a more realistic view about what works ami what docs not work 

(Karl. 2000) More effective development interventions will be achieved when poor people have 

a voice in determining their objectives, to support their implementation, to evaluate their 

outcomes and to make indigenous knowledge available. I ffectivencss equals the successful 

completion ol objectives, and participation can help to ensure this (Oakley. 1991 >.

Some organizations tasked with political development, such as the l fnited Stales Agency lor 

International Development’s Office oi Transition Initiatives (USAID/OTI), openly advocate

Oakley, I’ , Pr.ni. H . Clayton. A < 1998). Outcomes ami Impact: Outcomes and Impact Evaluating Change in 
Social Development Intrac Ngo Management and Policy Senes No. 6. Oxford: Intrac 
1 K uili| v tst, A and Wood ford • Berger, I* ( IWA) Evaluation and Participation: Some Lessons. SIDA studies m 
Evaluation %/l.  Stockholm SIDA



participatory methods precisely !>ecause they promote self-determination and predispose a people 

toward more democratic behavior. As Kick Barton, Oi l’s first director puts it, “if you are ever 

going to get to a system ol the people, by the people, and lor the people then you’d better engage 

the people as early as you can." In Haiti and Kosovo, O il implemented programs with that in 

mind, making the means and ends of the program to develop a participatory ethic within 

populations unused to being asked what they thought. And while concrete assistance was 

delivered to meet the real priorities these local citizens identified and implemented, OTl 

emphasized the “how" of the process ns the schools, water systems and electrical upgrades it 

funded were completed. Admittedly, this is unusual Most organizations remain extremely wary 

of what they fear is “political” aid To an astonishing degree, most traditional professionals 

believe theii programs are “politically-ncutral". The truth is that humanitarian and development 

interventions, regardless of whether participatory methods are employed or not, are highly 

political. I ncal power relationships and the psychology of expectations are revised each time 

organizations determine their interlocutors and distribution systems and as resources from 

salaries to food parcels and reconstruction material arc delivered. With no awareness of social or 

political context it is never certain if an intervention is warranted til all. And when there is blind 

engagement. Ignorance of context makes each choice a round of roulette, potentially explosive 

and liable to overrun the self-development potential of the target population while undermining 

the effectiveness of assistance delivery in the first place (http://www.ustiid.gov).

Participatory methodologies, as pati of political development programs or not, increase 

awareness of the social and political context. Therefore, to believe in and promote participatory 

development is to believe in the intrinsic importance of self-determination
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1.2 Problem statement

The Acts of Parliament that have created some of the hinds give immense power to the local 

Member of Parliament (MP). Corruption cases have been witnessed in the use of the funds, such 

us some councilors/MPs demanding that beneficiaries make advance contributions before 

receiving a fraction of the benefits due. CDF is seen as the most abused in this aspect, followed 

by the IIIV/A1DS and bursary funds, in that order. Political loyalties have led to unfair sharing of 

resources ucross comtitucncics/wnrds. In addition, there is a general lack of transparency and 

accountability probably due to the blending of supervisory and implementing roles'*.

Poor awareness by community members and fund managers of their roles and responsibilities in 

the governance of funds has contributed to poor performance and in some cases a complete 

failure of the funds Poor participation, particularly for marginalized groups, results in poor 

prioritization of projects and exclusion. The criteria for allocating secondary education bursary 

fund, for example has been found to be unfair to orphans, whose multiple roles undermine their 

academic performance. No mechanisms exist to deal with projects such sis roads, water systems, 

and schools that may cut across constituencies entailing shared benefits. No clear mechanisms 

exist to avert duplication of functions. Doth CDF and the Ministry of Hducation offer education 

bursaries. Ihcrc arc also reported instances of a single project claiming support from different 

funds, with no checks to prevent 'double' accounting. There are also challenges to ensuring that 

all decentralized funds reach all parts of the district or constituency in adequate quantities, and 

that all funds allocated arc actually utilized instead of being returned to the source.

* http:ZAvww.kippra.org/Consiituency.iisp
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Iherv is a lack ol professional and technical supervision, which has led to poor project quality. In 

addition. lltere is low community participation in monitoring and evaluation due to the 

inadequacy of data and general infonnation about the funds. I here is general misconception by 

community members that funds are ‘free’ or arc the personal gifts from the political leaders. Poor 

monitoring and evaluation has led to abuse of funds and fostered a sense of impunity amongst 

the perpetrators.

Allocations from the various funds arc inadequate. In addition, tension between fund managers 

ami technocrats over money management and remuneration has led to delays in the release of 

funds. Inappropriate professional and/or technical support, especially from Government 

ministries, has prevented funds from reaching their full potential, while lack of transparency in 

procurement systems has affected the cost-effectiveness of projects l astly, there has been 

increased dependency on these funds, especially in education For example, free primary 

education has created a demand lor more teachers, classrooms and other school equipment, and it 

has been difficult to meet this increased demand.

One can’t help hut ask whether Kenyans know much about the Decentralized funds. It is clear 

that, while some funds enjoy a reasonable profile in the target districts, rhis is of critical 

significance to the aims of the pilot programme, as awareness and infonnation must by nature he 

a precursor to effective public participation.

Research done by Kippra on Participation ol the populace or involvement of the public in the 

management of decentralised funds and the following was the result. Respondents indicated that 

while t?.8% of them were involved to the extent of receiving information or listening at bornzas. 

less than 10% attended meetings to discuss specific issues and less than 5% felt (hat they were



involved in decision-making. Over 90% of respondents indicated that they were not involved in 

iIk* setting of the development agendas for their areas. This underlines the appropriateness of 

efforts aimed at increasing public participation. Generally, it was discovered that involvement of 

the public was very low.

On accountability and polbrninncc, Kippra's research also discovered that awareness regarding 

whether decisions taken arc within the mandates of the respective funds is relatively low for all 

the funds with most of the respondents stating that they do not know. This is consistent with the 

generally low levels of awareness about the funds. At 53%, free primary education has the 

highest number of respondents indicating that they agree with the statement

Significantly, amongst all the other funds only a maximum of 15% of respondents rate 

accountability as good. More than double the number of respondents disagrees than agree that 

the various funds operate within their mandate, indicating the generally high levels of distrust in 

fund managers, with more than 30% of respondents indicating a lack of accountability within 

management, l-’or all the funds, except for free primary education, lew respondents agree that 

decisions taken arc well justified Those who agree that decisions were justified were less than 

10% for the Rural blectritication Fund, I .ocal

Authority I ransler Fund, and the Rond Maintenance funds. CDF, II1V/AIDS and the Secondary 

School Bursary funds scored only slightly better at around 15%. With the exception of the Free 

Primary Education Fund where over 50% agree that fund decisions are sufficiently justified, the 

data shows large dissatisfaction in the probity of decision-making, with CDF drawing the 

strongest opinions (46% indicating that fund decisions are not sufficiently justified).
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Kenya’:* scven operational decentralized funds luce a number of challenges that have prevented 

them from reaching their full potential. Generally community awareness and involvement has 

Ivcn low. and the funds arc seen to have had little impact on the quality of life of the population, 

partly due to inadequate allocations. Communities have questioned the various processes in 

identification and implementation of projects, as well as the monitoring and evaluation of 

projects and funds, and have expressed concerns about accountability and transparency.

I here is a great deal of work to he done to educate communities on the role and of the various 

funds There is need to provide general education and information about the funds and the 

procedures for application and use of the allocated funds. There is need to train the managers of 

the fund managers and community organizations on the procedures for utilization of the funds. 

New regulations and restructuring of the current funds are necessary to ensure that the funds 

meet the needs of the targeted beneficiaries Development of a better legal and institutional 

framework is necessary for improved administration of the decentralized funds In addition, there 

is a need to mitigate barriers to effective implementation of projects, such as the interruptions 

that may occur with changes in government or the •privatization’ of funds by certain fund 

managers.

1.3 Research questions

1 What is the level of the community's participation in C .D.F projects?

? What arc lire factors inhibiting participation in CDF?

II



1.4 Research Objectives

|bc overall objective of this study was to assess the perception ol the community on 

participation in the CDF.

| he study was guided by the following specific objectives 

j. |'o investigate the level of community participation in C.D.F projects.

2. Ascertain the perception of the community on their participation at different levels ol the 

CDF projects.

y. Ascertain the role of external factors in the management of the CDF.

•t Discuss challenges facing community participation in the ( 'DP .

5 Ascertain perception of the community on the strengths and weaknesses of the CDF.

1.5 Scope ami limitations of the study

The study focused on how the constituency fund is being implemented anil assessed the level of 

participation of the local community and their influence on the development agenda. 

Specifically, the study sought to know whether members are aware of who qualifies for the fund. 

As lor participation, the focus was on the members’ role in decision making and actual 

management of the fund. I he study was limited to members' perception on representation in the 

CI)b management systems, nature and level of participation and needs identification by leaders. 

Finally, the study sought to know the partners in the CDF projects and members’ views on how 

the CDF projects can l>c improved

12



CHAN'KR TWO: MTKRATtJRK RKVIKW

2 0 Participatory Development

l^any development theorists and practitioners, including those in key agencies like the World 

Hunk anti UNDP, see participation as critical to successful project implementation (Brett, 19%). 

"People centered "principles have influenced the course of western culture over the lust thirty 

years, these principles required organizations that were serious about adopting a “people first” 

orientation. (Ray, 2000) A wide range of organizations, with very different ideological agendas, 

lias started involving local people in their own development (Peter and Watts, 1000) According 

to the strongest advocates of Participatory Development, 'Normal' Development is characterized 

by biases which na* tlisempowering (Peter and Watts, 1996). These biases arc positivism, and 

top-downisrn (Chambers, 1097). The overarching tendency is to equate development with 

Modernity as achieved by western societies (Schuurman, 1993). Hence development meant 

copying these advanced countries through rational planning by experts. The flip side is that ‘non

expert’. local people were sidelined and tlieir only role was as the objects of grandiose, national 

schemes (Mohan, (’ides, 2001).

I he meaning ol "participation" is often a rendition ot the organization culture defining it. 

Participation has been described as a means and an end. It is an cm|K>wering process necessary to 

correct power imbalances between rich and poor. It has been broadly conceived to embrace the 

idea that all stakeholders should lake part in decision making and it has been narrowly described 

as the extraction of local knowledge to design programs offsite. “Participation is involvement by 

a local population and, at times additional stakeholders in the creation, content and conduct of a 

program nr policy designed to change their lives. Built on a belief that citizens can he trusted to 

shape their own future, participatory development uses local decision making and capacities to

13



>u*ci ami define the nature of an intervention”. (Ray 20<K»> Although there are differences in 

definitions, there is a common agreement concerning what constitutes authentic "participation**. 

Participation refers to involvement by local populations in the creations, content and conduct of a 

program or policy designed to change their lives. Participation requires recognition and use of 

local capacities and avoids imposition ol' priorities front the outside. Ultimately, participator)' 

development is driven by a belief in the im|x>nancc of entrusting citizens with the responsibility 

to shape their own future (ibiid)

According to (Mayo and Craig, 1995), participation increases the efficiency and cost 

effectiveness o f ‘formal* development programmes. It is could also be viewed as pan of a more 

transformative agenda (Rsteva and Prnkashl998) which might Ik- anti-developmental. The 

process of participatory development is fundamentally about power (Mayo and Craigl995). 

Participation Involves political struggle whereby the powerful fight to retain their privileges 

Participation is also seen as seen as a eonfiictual and. sometimes, violent process whereby the 

less powerful must struggle for increased control over their lives. (Mohan, ( files (2001).

Other benefits of employing participatory methodologies as appraised and examined by the 

World Bank and the Canadian Development Agency (C1DA), USAID and the International 

Rclicf/Dcvelopinent Project (IRDP) concluded that while participatory methodologies may 

enquire greater upfront investment in staff training and operations expenditures (up to 15% on 

average, according to World Bank study), throughout the life of programs overall costs are lower 

than in programs that do not rely on local capacities. The study concluded that participatory 

development programs are invariably more relevant and effective at addressing local needs.
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il.iins made during an intervention are more often sustained using participatory methods (Ray

2000) .

Participatory Rural Appraisal

Hie |>ast decade has witnessed more shifts in the rhetoric of rural development than in its 

practice Tlicsc shifts include the now familiar reversals from top down to bottom up, from 

centralized standardization to local diversity, • and from blue print to learning 

process..Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) describes a growing family of approaches and 

methods to enable people to share enhance and analyze their knowledge of life and conditions, to 

plan and to act PRA has been labeled to refer to several meanings. It has been called "an 

approach and methods lor learning about rural life and conditions from, with and by rural 

people" It is also seen as a process which extends into analysis, planning and action. PRA is a 

"family of approaches and methods to enable rural people to share, enhance, and analyze their 

knowledge of life and conditions, to plan and to act. The approach is more shared and owned by 

the local people. (Chambers. 1904). PRA is a step towards a process of consciousness-awakening 

or conscicntization of people through their own analysis of and reflection on the causes of iheir 

poverty and on the socio-economic structures and processes, which affect their lives. N'o 

development activity can be successful until this process is well underway.

PRA entails groups of local people analyzing their own conditions and choosing their own means 

of improving them. It is often referred as a community self survey. The community or group of 

local people may use may use a variety of tools such as maps, diagram and the support of a 

trained facilitator.
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l^e viability and success of PRA was concluded in a participatory study that was carried out in 

Kenya in April-May 1 ‘>93, (Pretty and I1ioinson.l993) cited in (Cham bers,2004). Six areas of 

Catchment Approach Program of the soil and water conservation branch of the Ministry of 

Agriculture were studied. Performance indicators included maize yields, diversity of crops, 

reappearance of springs and/or increase in Surface water Howes continuing activity by a 

catchment committee, and awareness and adoption in neighbouring communities, fhc study 

showed that performance had been worst in a show cusc catchment where the approach had not 

been participatory. I lie impact were generally higher where catchment committees were Irecly 

elected, and where farmers had participated in planning and layout and they were consistently 

best in the catchment where program had begun with an interdepartmental PRA.

A C ritique on Participation

Reviews and critiques of the approach have emerged (Cooke and Kothari.2001). The criticism of 

participatory approach holds that the majority of projects fail in the aim of reversing top-down 

power hierarchies. It is argued that rather than empowering people ‘participatory’ approaches in 

many instances are used merely as legitimizing devise that ‘servc(s) to represent external 

interests as local needs, dominant interests as community concerns’ (Most* 2001). PRA is also 

seen as a site for 'conservatism, convenience, and risk aversion’-where the real complexities of 

people’s problems are ignored (Kolharri 2001). The critiques base the argument on the ’the 

lyraiuty of the group' that creates overrepresentation of the already powerful in PRA-groups as 

'veil us strong inequalities in lurgnining power. In this |>crspective, die appreciation of local 

ctiltuie inherent in the participation ideal may acluully serve as an alibi for inequality and 

exploitation,(Mohan 2001)
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These plaits however pul plan primary emphasis of infrastructural development and inadequately 

treated direct production activities. Two SRDP plans, subsequently prepared by the district based 

planning officers with close collaboration of district staff, were lor second-phase areas in Taita- 

faveta and Kish, but were not implemented when it was not to expand the program. 11

According to research findings, the SRDP got ns organizational innovations from the project 

committee; the area coordinator, direct grants to the district; and the system of programming, 

operational control, rc|torting, and evaluations which were introduced in four of the six SRDP 

ureas. I he area coordinator became the model for the post of District Development Officer. Hie 

direct grants to the district which started in 1 ‘>71 became the Rural Development Fund in 1075. 

with the initiation of a Rural Works Program 14

Whether SR DP failed or succeeded may not be easily measurable at the moment. What was 

certainly achieved by this program was getting the Nairobi planners out to the field and 

precipitate the decision to move district level planning which 14 years later came to be known as 

the District l ocus for rural development. ''

The Constituency Development Fund Act. 2003 makes provisions lor community based projects. 

It states that "projects shall be community based in order to ensure that the prospective benefits 

arc available to a w ide spread cross-section ol the inhabitants of a particular area. I be act further 

stales that any funding under this act sliall be for a complete project or a defined phase, unit or 

clement of a project and may include the acquisition of land and buildings flic act further slates

n
!•
it

thiil
Ihkl
Ibid
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tluil all projects shall he development projects and may include costs related to studies, planning 

and design or other technical input lor the project".|ft

ihe act has also made provisions for the participation of the local people in the community based 

projects. It states that "A community shall maintain an elected committee to represent the 

interests of that community during and after the implementation of the project and such a 

committee shall conform to established Government regulations in the discharge of its functions. 

Where a community initiates a project and a project committee is maintained by the community, 

the departmental head of the government ministry under whose docket the project falls shall he 

an cx-officio member of such a committee and may appoint u representative to the committee 

from among Government officers in the constituency If a community requests, it shall he given 

u chance to nominate representatives to represent their interests in any project heing undertaken 

in their area”. 17

The CDF was established with a mission to ensure that a specific proportion of the annual 

Government ordinary revenue is devoted to the constituencies for Ihe purpose of development 

and m particular the creation of wealth at the grass root level is spent prudently and in a 

transparent anJ accountable manner I he vision behind the fund was to he the most effective 

anil efficient institution in the delivery and utilization of public resources.

2.2 Structures and Committees in the CDF

Constituency Development Fund was established in 2002 through a private members motion and

became effective in 200.1. The 210 constituencies received the first CDF disbursement in the

2003/4 Government budget I he fund was established by an act of parliament. Constituency

Hw CfHutltucnctas Development l urnl (Act, 2001>
"  Ibid
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development act 2003 and was run managed by a national committee. The act was a amended in 

2007 to place the fund under a management board. All the constituency development funds at 

district levels were established in 2002. Ihe structure is prescribed in the act and is expected to 

be adhered to.

>.3 Structure and Mode of Disbursement:

[ here arc four management structures of the CDF.

I, Ihe Constituencies Fund Committee 

2 1 he National Management Committee

3. Die District Project Committees.

4 Die Constituencies Development Cbmmittccs

2.4 Composition of the Constifucncy Development Committce (CDC)

1. Die area M.P.

2. Two Councilors from the Constituency

3 < >»e District ()flicer from the ( onstintency

4. I'wo persons representing Religious Organization

5. Two men representatives from the constituency

6 I wo women representatives from the constituency

7. One youth representative

8. Ooc person nominated from the N< it)

9 Duve other members.
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The CDF committee's functions include the following:

I To consider project proposals submitted from vuriuus constituents in accordance with the act 

and make appropriate recommendations to the clerk of the national Assembly.

2. To consider and report to Parliament, with recommendations, names of persons required to 

be approved by Parliament under this Act;

3 To consider and recommend to parliament matters requiring action by the national assembly 

pursuant to the provisions of this act.

•t To oversee the implementation of this Act;

5. To oversee the policy framework and legislative matters that arises in relation to the fund.

0 To continually review the framework set out for the efficient delivery of development 

programmes financed through the Fund; and

7. To carry out any other functions relevant to the work of the Fund

1 he C l >!• is also made up ol a National Management Committee whose functions include:

1 - To ensure allocation and disbursement of funds to every constituency.

2 To receive and discuss annual reports ami rat urns from the constituencies

3. Id ensure prudent management of the Fund

4- To ensure the compilation of proper records, returns and reports from the constituencies
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y  To ensure timely submission to Parliament of various returns, reports and information as 

• required under the Act

6. To perform such other duties us the National Management Committee, in consultation with 

the Minister of Finance, may deem necessary from lime to time for the proper management 

of the Fund

We also have the National Management committee Sub-committees and under this, we have the 

following:

I. Publicity Committee

(a) Create ('Dl awareness to the public.

(b) Respond to issues raised by the public

(c) Training and capacity building for all CDF stakeholders

(d) Documentation of CDF programmes e.g. project reports, success stories, constraints, 

visit calendar and diaries

(c) Draw the programme ol work/visil for National Management Committee,

Subcommittee and cany out such other duties as assigned by the National 

Management < 'ominitlcc.
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2. Project Technical Sub-Comm ittee

., | o provide policy guidance on Technical aspects relating to CDF projects.

To advise NMC on choice of projects by CDCs. 

c To advise NMC and CDCs on actual execution ot projects

(implementation) as pertains technical matters.

d. Tu advice on supervision of projects and the indicators to look for during

supervision

c To undertake technical audit services on projects as directed by NMC.

f. Provide guidance on projects that arc co-funded hy several donors.

g Any other technical matter referred to the Technical Projects Sub-committee by NMC.

.V Finance and Administration Sub-Committee

a) Preparation of budget for the National Management Committcc

b) Preparation of annual financial, reports of National Management Committee.

c) Consideration of National Management Committee and Staff Welfare

d) Consideration and approval of National Management Committee lenders.

e) Human Resource management

■t. ( omplaint* Suh-( 'ommillcc

a) Arbitrate on complaints raised by the public, media and others CDF stakeholders.

b) I-insure that constituencies Development Fund Act, 2003 and its regulations are adhered to 

the latter.

c) Resolves emerging disputes from the constituencies.
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^ il) Advise the members of the public, and other stakeholders on the best practices while 

implementing the CDF programmes.

5 Audit Sub-Committee

J Assist the National Management Committee in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities

2. Report to the National Management Committee about Committee activities, emerging issues 

and their recommendations.

3. Provide tin open avenue of communication between Internal Audit, the External Auditors and 

National Management Committee.

4. Consider the effectiveness of the Constituency Development Fund Secretariat's internal 

control system.

5. Conduct or authorize investigations into any matter within its scope of responsibility.

0. Perform any others duty as mandated

2.5 CDF Allocations

In as far as the CDF allocations go; the formula foi allocations is as follows, 2.5% of all the 

Government ordinary revenue collected every year is paid into the fund Three quarters of the 

2 5% is divided equally among all the constituencies, a quarter of the 2.5% is divided by the 

National Poverty Index multiplied by the constituencies poverty index. The allocations are done
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|,N National Management Committee, which ensures the disbursement of funds to nil 

coMtitucncies.

2.6 Accountability

[lie CDF is regulated by an act ol parliament and in order to ensure accountability; under this 

act.

- Ml disbursements from the Fund shall lx‘ approved by the Disbursement from the national 

Committee and shall be made through the constituency bank Fund. Account opened and 

maintained for every constituency in accordance with section 45 of the Act.

- Auditing is done by the Internal Auditors from the Fund and external auditors from the 

controller and auditor general.

Monitoring is done by the Wannnchi, the Locational Development Committees. 

Constituencies Development Committee, the District Project Committees, the 

Constituencies Fund committees, the National Management Committee, the Departmental 

heads the and all the stakeholder

2.7 Why participation?

I he benefits of participation can he considerable. These include the improved performance and 

sustainability o! policies, programs, and projects, as well as enhanced capacity and skills of 

stakeholders Participation in the formulation of fundamental goals of an activity empowers 

stakeholders and fosters a sense of local ownership. Ihcse facilitate effective project 

implementation, conscientious monitoring of activities, and substantial outcomes. When people 

involved feel that their participation is meaningful, the quality, effectiveness, and efficiency of
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development initiatives improve. When people have influence over decisions that affect their 

lives and the resources involved, the sense of ownership developed motivates their sustained 

commitment (http://adb.org/L>ocumentsfPolicies).IK

Participation smoolhens the transitions: from activity conceptualization —►

Poverty assessment —► Design—► Capacity lluilding ► Implementation —►

Monitoring and Pvaluation fhttp^/www.adb.orgV

Participation enhances the social capital, promote sound governance, result to higher quality 

data. increase the probability of project success, and minimize external criticism. A consensus 

has emerged over the past decade or more that those affected by development initiatives have a 

right to participate in them.

2.H Modes of Participation

Participation ranges from superficial to deep from passive exchange of information to full 

engagement Stakeholders may be engaged in many ways, from merely that ‘development* is 

happening to taking part in projects that serve to help them lake charge of their own 

development. (UNPKCAP, 2003)“  has identified the following four modes of participation:

Information sharing (or gathering) is at the passive or shallow end of the participation scale. 

I his may involve disseminating information about an intended program of asking stakeholders to 

give information that will be used by others In help plan or evaluate a project or other activity. In 

both cases, communication is one-way rather than interactive.

" (ht!p://adli org/I )ociuiicnt!i/Pulicies)
l IN t-SC At*, Guidelines on I'oiticipntoty Planning and Management lor I load Mitigation and Prepurcdnesi, Water 

Resources Series Nn. 82.2003
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Consultation refers to people being asked for their opinion about something while development 

professionals listen to their views. Typically, the people involved exercised no responsibility in 

formulating the original plan or the decisions that went into it. and the development professionals 

are under no obligation to incorporate their view. Yet consultation can be more or less 

participatory and can evolve into collaboration or shared coni ml. On one hand, if people me 

involved in defining a desired change, or in identifying a problem and its solution, consultation 

can lead to greater networking and a sense of ownership. On the other hand, many consultative 

processes focus solely on

obtaining buy in’ for the already planned activity, or prescribed policy or program Consultation 

processes that primarily seek feedback to a predefined plan or strategy fall near the shallow end 

of the depth of participation continuum.

CoUaboraliun/joinf decision-making and cmpowcrmcnt/sharcd control represent what most 

participatory development practitioners consider to be genuine participation. In each of these 

stages, stakeholders arc actively engaged and sustained results are achieved. In collaboration, for 

example, people are invited by outsiders to meet a pre determined objective: the development 

professional or organization identifies the problem or issues to be discussed and calls a group 

together to collaborate on that topic. I he stakeholder may not have initiated the collaboration, 

hut they significantly influence the results Groups or sub groups are formed (hat build networks 

ami improve structures or practices. People themselves and tile projects on which they work 

change as a result of their interaction. I he stakeholders' ideas change the project design or 

implementation plan, or contribute to n new policy or strategy. Most importantly, the 

development prolessionnl or organization that solicited stakeholder involvement takes the 

people’s perspectives seriously and acts on them.
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shared control involves deeper participation than collaboration People become empowered by 

accepting increasing responsibility tor developing and implementing action plans that arc 

accountable to group members and for eiilier creating or strengthening local institutions. The 

development professionals become facilitators of a locally-driven process. Stakeholders assume 

control and ownership of their component of the project or program, and make decisions 

accordingly At this level, local participation is most sustainable because the people concerned 

have a stake in maintaining structures or practices Participatory monitoring in which groups or 

organizations assess their own actions using procedures and performance indicators they selected 

when finalizing their plans reinforces empowerment and sustainability. Participation should not 

be maximized that is, incorporated everywhere at the same depth and breadth -  but rather, 

optimized. The type of participation chosen should be based on the context and task. What may 

be needed is strong and broad stakeholder participation at strategic and appropriate times, mul 

focused participation at other times.

Types and levels of participation.

Ihere are different types and levels of participation m community development (Mulwa 2004)

I ) Participation as an element in a top-down development framework 

1 lie three levels under the top-down development framework have been identified as; 

a I T.xlraclionist' Participation This is reminiscent w ith central government development 

planning where blueprint plans arc handed down for execution through government 

extension networks. In extractionisl participation 1 is seen as a process of drawing in people 

into the implementation of pre determined development goals and people are seen as a 

resource that needs to be mobilized to provide financial and material contribution towards

’"Mulwa !■ W (7004,110)Demystifyingpwlicipnimy community development Kijabe Printing Pics*
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public projects. This approach assumes that people do not know their development needs 

m  ami priorities and that development organizations should plan to decide their destiny. 

Success is associated with the project stall while failure is blamed on the rural poor.

|i) Vertical participation

In this kind of participation community power brokers develop beneficial relations with 

the government officials as the basis lor people’s mobilization for |Nirticipalion. Ilic 

power brokers have direct alliance with government officials and politicians and benefit 

individually limn such relationships Ihc benefit to the people they represent is minimal. 

In vertical participation the representatives become compromised by the powers hi the 

government

r) Handout induced participation

This approach tends to maintain the supremacy of professional knowledge and expertise 

that leads to bureaucratization of services. I he approach inhibits community initiatives as 

people have to seek approval before making any progress. Poverty is blamed on laziness 

and ignorance of the people. The model brings development to the people through 

deliveries of expertise from outside.

2) Participation as a linttnm-up development approach 

Authentic participation

1 his approach is the most ideal model that seeks to empower the powerless to assume 

their desired destiny. The model secs poverty as a structural product whose blame cannot 

be ap|*ortinned to the poor people’s behavior but to the structural forces of local and 

global society. Genuine participation is seen to seek to involve the beneficiary
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communities in project design and implementation. It lends to link peoples fell needs 

with the project goals and objectives to ensure ownership and sustainability of projects.

■flu- components o f  authentic participation (source Mulwa ?0()4 I/O) The process illustrated 

below is not linear progressing from no!  • ? .  It may overlap or interplay

_> Pumiti/alit'ii-. >>| 3, Action planning 4. Implementation
0wn needs (making 
choice)

—* (Resource 
identification and 
allocation)

► who is doing what

I. Needs 
Identification (needs * 
assessment)

7. Sharing benefits 
or loss. Who gets 
what, how much? 
Who pays lor what,
tun* nini'h

PEOPLES'S ORC. \NI7ATION  
(GROUPS)

FOR COLLECT IVE DECISION 
MAKING AND ACTION

5. Monitoring is il 
working alright?

b I vvaluation what 
went wrong? What 
went alright?

I.cvcls of participation on a continuum

Mulwa (2004; 121) categorized levels of participation as follows;
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Passive participation

Level 1-2: decisions and plans arc made from above, people arc not consulted and 

experts carry their own needs assessment from secondary sources or tile study on the 

profile of the area. Experts use the national development priorities as a guide. Local 

contribution may not be required and people may only see contractors and machineries in 

site, l enders inform the people in public meetings about the project and its benefit to 

them.

Level 3-4 Same as level 1-2 hut in this category community contribution is requirement 

Hus is in form of labour, local materials and sometimes financial resources People are 

consulted through public meetings, interviews in a baseline survey People are asked to 

express their views about the proposed intervention. Their views may or may not he 

incorporated in the final project design.

Active participation

Level 6-7 Development interventions are based on baseline surveys made to establish 

local priorities and needs; the survey is biased towards sectoral orientation of the 

inter veiling organization. People are required to contribute in terms of labour, materials 

and finances. There is heavy dependency on donors' for direction, financial and technical 

support. Ihc community participates only when the project is winding up through 

formation of management committees to take charge as the donors prepare to exit.

Level H-‘>: The formation of committees is a requirement from the donors’ right from the 

early stages People are expected to make own decisions which they cannot implement
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without the donors approval. There is heavy dependence on the donor for financial and 

technical support.

Level 10 People make own decisions and donors abide by it. Population assume 

responsibility for own decision. Project committees urc formed in their own violation 

without external influence to steer the project development. The project funds nrc 

transferred to the local project account Local capacity building though training and 

institution building is done. There is relationship of equals characterized by respect, trust 

and responsibility.

2.*) Theoretical Framework

The study is based on the reflective practice model which incorporates genuine experiences 

gained by development practioncrs with local knowledge. The theory is open to ideas and 

accommodates multiple development theories in its approach. I he blending and the synthesis 

involved make the model appropriate for the study. It is intended to measure the extent of 

tlcxihility of the Constituency development Fund managers to accommodate experiences and 

local knowledge to direct their activities.

2.1 it I hr Itoflcctive Practice Model

The model is based on theories developed and used in daily work in community and the idea that 

practitioners have the ability to work back and forth along a continuum of practice ranging from 

practitioners collaborating with local knowledge to imposing outside expertise, depending on the 

situation.
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According to H right, (10%. p. 167). Reflective Practice “is an active, proactive, reactive and 

action-based process defining a set of skills concerned with understanding and dealing with real, 

complex and dilTicult situations: Elements of the rcllectivc practice model are:

Im p lic i t  practice-based theory: In the course of doing their work, practitioners tend to develop 

personali/cd and practice-based theories based on their tiled experiences. They formulate 

strategies and theories that have been labeled implicit because they were not articulated prior to 

the practice but end up influencing the practitioners’ actions.

Beliefs about community: This element is based on the belief that practitioners must assess how 

capable a community is 10 chart its own course and how to assist them. In this case, community 

development practitioners struggle with the appropriate blend of local knowledge, involvement 

of outside experts, accepting directions from local leaders, and when to call upon their own 

knowledge in community development activities. I hey are challenged about when and how to 

bring in outside knowledge such as new government regulations or activities in neighboring 

communities.

TalkingAvorking together/observing: In this ease, the practitioners learn by working with each 

other and community residents, working together on projects, visiting other communities, and 

soliciting ideas and suggestions from their peers

Literature-Based Theories:/ In this case participants are encouraged to seek more information 

in other areas such as business, environment, policy studies, law, psychology, agriculture, and 

adult education. It is believed that a synthesis of multiple theories will guide them better rather 

•han a single theory derived from community development literature.



I'icid experience and Practice: This is the central component in reflective practice. It is trough 

experience and ongoing practice, in which a practitioner attempts to assist communities, that a 

practitioner reflects on his/her work and formulates his/her implicit practice-based theories.

While each element ol‘the model is described separately, they do not exist in isolation.

Practitioner* should be guided by a synthesis of these elements to address needs in the

community. What links the different elements is constant reflection.

Talking, 
Working 
Together. 
O bserving

Beliefs About 
Community

Each of the elements is represented by a circle and curved arrows illustrate dynamic interactions 

between the elements of the model. The term reflect is used to capture the many activities, ideas
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anil thoughts praciilioners develop over lime about community development. The model also 

emphasizes the idea that practitioners have the ability to work back and for the along a 

continuum of practice ranging from practitioners collaborating w ith local know ledge to imposing 

outside expertise, depending on the situation. I*his can be explained along a Situational 

Continuum ranging from;

1) Imposing expert knowledge

2) Imposing useful information

3) Eliciting knowledge

4) Collal>omting with local knowledge 

Situational continuum

Imposing outside importing useful Eliciting collaborating with

lixpcrtise information knowledge local knowledge

Those |K»iuls are not designed to suggest that these arc the only choices a practitioner may make 

A practitioner may alter his/her position ns circumstances and needs change. The situational 

continuum describes a major decision community development practitioners make when laced 

with particular set of circumstances and participants These decisions arc heavily influenced by 

the elements described as follows.

Implicit practice-based theories, field experience, beliefs about community, current literature. 

;,||d their communications with other practitioners. Choosing whether to approach a project by 

imposing outside expertise, by working exclusively with local knowledge, or any position in
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n the endpoints of the continuum is a crucial decision that states the tone for a

titioncr’s involvement with their community
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction
j ins section explores the actual procedures of conducting the research through the discussion ol 

,|u- methodology, methods of data collection, the sample and sampling procedures and data

analysis.

3.1 The Research design

This is an exploratory study which aimed at investigating the level of community participation in 

the CDF projects; ascertain the community’s perception on participation at the different levels of 

CDF projects. Respondents were memliers ot the CDF in Wajir District The Committee 

members were useful participants because they were the people who approve and apportion CDF 

projects within the constituency. The local leaders that include the chiefs mid councilors were 

also targets of the study because they contribute towards and inlluencc development projects. 

Other respondents included the local community of Wajir whose |>erce|>tion on their participation 

in the CDF was critical.

.3.2 Sampling Procedure

Random sampling was used to select a sample of 13X respondents from the CDF beneficiaries in 

the district Of these 138. only 13f» participated in the opinion poll. Purposive sampling was used 

to select 17 community leaders comprising of youth leaders, women's group leaders and local 

elders as key informants.
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» T Data Collection Methods :intl Instruments

fl!C study made used of the Interview and focus group discussions methods to collect primary 

data

Interview

Ihe questionnaires were preferred due to their sustainability tor the study as suggested by 

Mugenda (1999, VI) who denotes that questionnaires are commonly used to obtain important 

information alwmt a population. Questionnatres are among the most widely used data gathering 

instruments. Iliis included an opinion scale which sought to ascertain members’ perception on 

their inclusion in the 0 )1  structures.

Kociis (•roup Discussions

I he Focus Group Discussion was used to generate the communities’ general view of the CDF; it 

was meant to ascertain their representation, participation, involvement, observation, challenges 

faced and weaknesses of the CDF. The focus group discussion provided the opportunity to 

discuss in depth issues regarding the management of the fund and was the basis for which the 

community opinion was sought.

Data Collection Procedure

Alter obtaining a research permit tor collecting data, the researcher visited each selected 

audience in the constituency, administered the questionnaire to the expected respondents. Hie 

interviews and Focus Group Discussions were held at planned times found convenient to both 

the sampled respondents and the researcher. Validation of instruments was ensured through pilot 

testing which was carried out to help the researcher eliminate items in the research instruments 

that could Ik  ambiguous. Modifications were made where necessary.



pulil Analysis I’l.m

\rtcr the questionnaire and other tools were administered, the raw datn collected was 

niatically organized through coding lor ease of descriptive analysis. After coding, the 

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used in the analysis In the process the data 

was keyed into the computer in order to group variables and patterns in the res|K*nses given by 

the respondents. Simple descriptive statistics generated indices were qualitatively interpreted by 

the historical method of corroboration of facts and evidence provided.

3.4 Site Description

Wnjir lies within the Sahelian climate region. It is characterized by long dry spells and short 

rainy season. The area is 100% ASA I with an annual precipitation of 300mm or less. The long 

ruins occur in March to May while the short rains occur in October to December. Hie rains 

experienced arc hardly enough to support agricultural activities. Sometimes, some pastoralist 

plant sorghllrn and maize during the long mins but the yields arc often insignificant because of 

the low moisture retention capacity o f the soil occasioned by high temperatures. The main pre

occupation ol the community (over 70%) is nomadic pastoralism I ess than 10% of the 

population engages in trade.

Wujir district is one of ilie four districts of North Pastern Province and covers an area of 56.608 

sq km. I he district is the second largest in Kenya after l urkana district. I lie region is hot and dry 

lor die most part of the year and the main economic activity is pastoralism. Due to the frequent 

droughts and famine coupled currently with tin; Kilt Valley lever diseases, most livestock have 

been wiped out resulting into high level of poverty.
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W'.ijir being nn arid district, crops do not do well. In few areas, when the rains arc good, sorghum 

„nd maize is grown by villages as supplementary food. Ninety per cent of the population 

however is dependent on livestock (goats, sheep, cattle, camel and donkeys). I'hc animals are a 

source of milk, meat and are also sold off for income which is used to buy food and other basic 

Itecessitics. Donkeys and camel are mainly used as carrier animals. The biggest threat to 

livestock is drought and diseases. Wajir Township has many people who are living as Internally 

Displaced People after losing their herds of livestock. In the IDI's villages, the people live under 

extreme poverty and mostly dc|>cnd on relief food Iroin Government and NGOs.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA PRESENTATION AND DISC USSION

4.11 Socio-economic characteristics o f the respondents

(rt)iiU’. by data in table one below, it is evident that CDF membership in Wajir is composed of 

majority male members (69.56%). This could be as a result of the community being rooted in n 

traditional patriarchal system where development matters were seen as matters of the male. 

However, there is a bit of encouragement given that tip to 30.41 percent membership is female. It 

is also evident that most members are age 40 and above, a factor that can be attributed it) the fact 

that the young aic still in school. Wajir is predominantly a Muslim community (84.78%). 

finally, it is evident that majority of the CDF membership (CiO.86%) have had education up to 

primary level Only V) percent huve education of K.CSH level and above.

T able I showing the socio-economic characteristics of the respondents.

Variable Frequency Percentage

Gender Male Of, 69.56

Female 42 30.44

Age <20 2 1.5

20-39 25 18.1

40 and above 111 80 1

Religion Islam 117 84.78

Christian 21 15.2?

Other 0 0

Academic No formal education 5 3.60

qualification K-CPli 84 60.86

KCSE 47 34.04

Above KCSF. 2 1.5
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4.1 knowledge on CDF

For there to lie participation and ownership of a project, the participants need to be well informed 

about that project. As an intervention the CDF project aims at improving the welfare of the 

constituency members. It is therefore imperative that they have some knowledge of the project, 

its structures and role distribution for them to actively participate in it and finally own it. The 

respondents were asked to indicate as to who qualifies lbr the fund, which projects are funded 

through the fund and who is accountable for lire fund and below are their responses.

Table 2: know ledge on who qualifies for the fund

Category of the qualifying
member

Frequency Percentage

Fvcry member of the 
constituency

121 87.7

Only the poor of the poorest 12 8.7

Only those with capital 5 3.6

Total 138 100

It is evident from table 2 aln»ve that 87.7 percent respondents are fully aware that the CDF is 

meant for the development of all in the constituency. However, there are those (8.7%) who were 

of the view that the CL)l was meant lor the |*>orest of the poor and 5 percent who where of the 

view that the fund was for those who already have capital. Further probing indicated that those 

who where of the view that only the poorest of the poor should benefit from the fund bused their 

argument not on the CDF provisions hut on the argument that the pom should be assisted lirsi. 

Ihose who argued that the fund should lx* given to those with capital, were of the view that this 

category had already shown a sense of entrepreneurship and therefore, they can put the fund into 

good use.
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Table 3: Knowledge on the project to be funded l>\ CDF

projects to be funded by 

CDF

Frequency I'crcentngc

fjew projects 120 87

On going projects 135 98

Stalled projects 106 77

Total 138 100

li is evident from table 3 above that members were of the view that new, on going and stalled 

projects should get the support of the fund I lowever a good number (98%) were of the view that 

on going projects should he supported by the fund followed by new projects (89%) uml stalled 

projects (77%).

Table 4: Knowledge on who should monitor flic CDF

Who should monitor Frequency Percentage

All constituency members M2 81

Only the lieneficiaries ol the 7 5

fund

Only the local leaders 15 11

Only the top management 

of the fund

4 3

Total 138 100

Front table 4 above, it is clear that XI percent of members arc aware that the CDF should lie 

monitored by all members in the constituency, A few members are of the view that monitoring is 

done by the local leaders ( 11%). only by the beneficiaries of the fund (5%) and only by the local 

leaders (3%).
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It can Ik  concluded that the respondents understand CDF, as a fund managed by the community, 

meant to benefit the community members irrespective of ethnicity or religion. It is a forum for 

th e  community to discuss the development agenda of the constituency. CDP provides facilities 

where resources are scarce to minimize conllicts. It is moving away from the central planning to 

community planning and empowers the communities to make decisions. I lie communities view 

jl as constituency planning that incorporates the development needs of the society. It is the equal 

distribution of resources to all the constituencies.

4.2.1 Participation in C1)F

At the same time the study sought to find out from members the levels and extent of their 

participation in the CDF. The study specifically sought to tine! out whether the constituency 

members attended all CDF meetings, received meeting agenda as way of informing them well in 

advance of what was to Ik  discussed in meetings, whether they were fully involved in the 

identification and prioritizing of CDF projects and whether they have been educated on CDF 

matters. I he results are shown in table 5 Ik Iow.

Table 5. Indicating areas of participation In members in the management of CDF

Participation Yes No Total

Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage F %

Attending all meetings 129 95 7 5 ; 136 100

R e c e iv in g  m e e t in g 12 9 ( . 124 5 1  . 136 100
agenda

Id e n t i f ic a t io n  a n d 129 95 7 * 136 T o o
prioritizing of projects

1educated on CDF 100 74 36 26 136 100

procedures
—-IzJ---
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flic findings on participation were that majority of members participated in project identification 

und prioritization (98%), attended alt meeting (94%) and had received education on CDF matters 

(73%) It was also evident the 91 percent of the members did not receive meeting agenda before 

meetings. The obvious implication is that members could be participating in meetings for which 

they are not adequately prepared to participate in I hough their attendance of meetings and 

participating in project identification and prioritizing could enhance ownership, this could he 

negatively atl'ectcd when members discover that they do not own the project agenda. Die 

communities arc consulted through public meetings to discuss the proposed intervention. 

However, their views may not l>o incorporated in the final project design According to Muhva: 

(2004) I his is passive participation and falls on the lower side of the participation continuum.

4.2.2 Perception of members on their participation

Given that members participate in one way or the other in the CDF projects, the researcher 

wanted to find out their actual perception on their involvement in the CDF project. This is in a 

way wanting to find out whether the members arc satisfied with the extent to which they arc 

involved in the CDF projects. A total of six statements on participation were put to the 

respondents to indicate their level of satisfaction by stating whether they agree or not agree with 

the statement. The findings are indicated in table 6 below.
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1 'nblc 6: Imliciitinj* the perception of members on the roles they plus in the CDF

Hating c e lls Total

V a r ia b le s Strongly

Agree

Agree Neutral D isagree S tron gly

D isagree

Community m embers actively 

participate in decision making 

of the CDF

IS 12 2 50 57 136

Community m embers actively  

participate in CDF design and 

delivery

13 22 10 45 46 136

The community members 

contribute tree labor in total 

amt other resources to 

facilitate the effectiveness of

cm

10 14 8 6 0 35 136

llrokers or/and  friends 

associated with powerful 

Individuals and MPs are the 

ones who make decisions on 

behalf ol t lie community on 

CDF matters

(.8 31
6

17 14 136

Community representatives 

arc compromised when it 

comes to deciding on CDF 

matters

30 40 12 20 10 136

There is a huge 

misrepresentation of CDF 

beneficiaries In our 

community

57 42 10 16 ? 11 136

Total 201 151 40 225 101
Cell representative 24.6% 18.5% £

-

27.6% 22.2% :

What is coming out overall is that there is low satisfaction by members on the way they are 

involved in the CDF* projects. Actually community members did not actively participate in the
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decision making process or in the CDF design and delivery. It is also clear that there is 

interference from outside in the way the projects are run. Brokers and individuals associated with 

powerful individuals or members of parliament make decisions on behalf of the community. 

They also were of the opinion that their representatives are compromised and misrepresent their 

interest, though there is satisfaction in the members' representation, they could l»c there to 

rubbcrslamp decisions and projects imposed on them. I he CDF funds projects in totality and 

does not require communities to contribute to subsidize development budgets. Beneficiaries are 

not required-to cost share or contribute labour or capital to maintain the project. I his could be the 

icason whete they (community members) disagreed with the statement Generally there is low 

community participation.

Tallies 7: perception of members on external influence of f  DF projects

Variable Rating Total

Strongly

agree

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Proposal stage 105 26 2 1 2 136

Project design 115 5 6 3 7 136

Implementation 112 16 1 2 5 136

Evaluation 98 25 3 6 4 136

Total 430 72 12 13 18 136

Cell Rep 79% 13% 2% 2.5% 3.5%

Asked to agree or disagree with the statement that the CDF projects components are externally 

induced and blue prints plans drawn from outside, there was a general consensus that this was 

true as indicated in table 7 above where agreement with the statement stands at ‘>2 percent. The 

communities are drawn into implementing pre determined development programs. The approach
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observed in the study, is the lop down developmental approach that assumes people do not know 

their development needs and priorities

Tables S: Perception of members on flic capacity of locals to manage ('I)F projects

Variable Rating Total

Strongly

agree

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree

Proposal stage 3 4 11 23 95 136

Project design 7 1 7 38 83 136

Implementation 5 2 3 12 116 136

Evaluation 2 5 2 48 79 136

Total 17 12 23 121 373 136

Cell Rep. 3% 2% 4% 22% 69%

Another statement put to the respondents was that locals have no capacity to handle the 

following project components. Fhe respondents were of the view that that the locals have 

capacity (01%)

Tables 9; Perception of members on the collaboration with professionals in the 

management of CDF projects

Variable Rating Total

Strongly

agree

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly

disagree
Propositi stage 33 89 9 4 1 136

Project design 45 71 II 7 2 136

Implementation 67 56 10 2 i 136

F valuation 65 64 5 1 i 136

Total 210 280 35 14 5

Cell Rep. 39% 52% 6% 3% 1%
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finally there was the statement that local leaders should work with professionals in the following 

project components, a statement that was not contested. 1 his means that the locals arc willing to 

work with the professional.

4,3 Key Informants’ Ride in Determining Projects of the Community

the study sought to find out the role played by leaders in determining projects lot the 

community.

t able 10: The role of community leaders in the C1>F projects

Role Frequency Percentage

Decision making r/ 100

Enhancement of Gender 

equality

7 41

Supervision of projects 17 100

Creating project aw areness 15 88

Formulation of plans 17 100

Advisory roles 10 59

Solicitation of Funds 5 29

Project identification 1 7 ........................ 100

According to table 10 above, 100 percent key informants confirmed that their roles were to make 

decisions, supervise projects, formulate plans and identify projects On the other hand. XX 

percent of them confirmed that their role was to create project awareness while 50 percent 

confirmed that they played the advisory role. Interestingly enough, only 41 percent played the 

role of enhancing gender equality and 20 percent played that role of soliciting funds. The finding 

maintains the supremacy of the leaders and inhibits community participation as they have to seek
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the approval of the local leaders who seem lo decide for them It assumes the communities do not 

understand their needs and are only resources to he mobilized.

4.4 Partnership with other development partners

Of the total respondents, 3tl% agreed that they do work with other development partners, while 

the remaining 70% admitted that they did not work with other development partners. It implies 

that the CDF operated independently and did not collnlxirnte with other development partners. 

Many of the partners admitted that projects were duplicated and th.it made monitoring difficult

Partners working in collaboration with CDF 

l uhle II: Partners in CDF

P AKIN IRS NATURE OF COLLABORATION

ALDEF Kenya Building schools/sanitation

MERLIN Sensitizing locals/medlcnl

RFD CROSS Providing food/cmergcncy response

ARIDI.ANDS RESOURCE 

PROJECT

MNGT Schools/Health/Communlty programs

USAID Sanitary programmes In schools

OXFAM Schools/pastora lists programs/watcr

GTZ Water and sanitation

FAVVF Women support

UNICEF Support needy studen ts/w atcr and

sanitation

The development partners are well coordinated through the district steering group who 

coordinate the organizations to minimize duplication. All development issues are discussed at the 

forum and each organization is expected to re|K>rl their intervention and area of operation. The 

DSt.i has the mandate to apportion areas of operation ami advise on the needy areas.
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4.5 < hallcngcs Facing ( 'I)F in the Constituency

The siudy went on further to find out the major challenges facing the CDF in the constituency.

I'ahlcl2: <'hallcngcs facing CDF

Challenges frequency Percentage

Inadequate funds 128 93

Inadequate forums and meetings L21 m

Misuse of funds 9 ft 71

Corruption 120 87

Poor management 109 79

Political interference 130 94

Tribalism and nepotism 125 91

Lark of aw areness 105 76

Project delays 122 nn

Delay in d isbursem ent of funds 131
95

From tabic 12 above, it is clearly manifested that respondents indicated that the CDF suffered 

from major challenges ranging from delayed funds, political interference, inadequate funds to 

tribalism scoring tit 95 percent. 94 percent. 93 percent and 91 percent respectively. Other 

challenges such us project delays 88%), inadequate meetings (XX%), corruption (87%). poor 

management (79%). lack o f awareness ((76%) and misuse of funds (71%) were equally serious. 

The respondents quoted that some of the areas have Ivcn neglected by successive regimes and 

the areas are vast. On the other hand, political interference has been seen where politicians have 

been favoring their clansmen in project allocation
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4.6 Major CPF Achievements

The research went further to find out the major achievements that CDF has accomplished 

Table 13: CDF achievements

Achievement frequency Percentage

Construction of Schools 124 90

Building of health centers 122 88

Improvement of transport and Infrastructure 98 71

Employment opportunities 105 76

Construction of water sites 120 87

Bursaries to needy students 117 85

Electrification 45 33

Improved hygiene and sanitation 71 51

According to the findings above, a massive 90 percent attributed construction of schools as a 

major achievement of the CDF Tins has been seen in the building and fencing of schools In 

addition, furniture and appropriate books have been purchased using the CDF fund while some 

of the learning institutions have been supplied with water tanks, solar panels and construction of 

science laboratories Health facilities have been identified by XX percent who have seen growth 

of health dispensaries. On the other hand. X7 percent see provision of water through construction 

ot dams and water pans, sinking of bore holes and shallow wells and roof water harvesting as a 

major CDI achievement. Ihe other revelation is that 85 percent have seen bursaries to needy 

students as a major CDF achievement. Improvement of infrastructure was rated by 51 percent of 

the respondents. Another achievement of the CDF is the improved sanitation and hygiene in the
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area which was rated hv 33 percent of the respondents. Electrification of the area was noted as an 

achievement of the CDF in the area. As a whole the CDF has had a major impact and is 

generally being appreciated despite the challenges.

Table 14: Suggestion)! for improvement

Suggestions frequency Percentage

Need for Consultative forums 127 92

Proper m onitoring .evaluation and auditing 133 96

Prioritizing Community needs 119 86

Addition of funds 90 65

Appointing qualified project managers 98 71

Training on CDF projects 112 81

4.7 Suggestions on how the CDF projects can he improved.

The study also sought to find out on the suggestions on how the CDF projects can be improved. 

With the findings above, it was noted that monitoring, evaluation and auditing of the CDF 

projects was seen as the major suggestion to improve the management of CDF. scoring a total of 

%  percent ol the respondents. Another ‘>2 percent noted that using consultative forums was a 

belter way ol CDF improvement, while 86 percent indicated prioritization of community needs 

and selection of good leaders to manage the CDF. framing on CDF projects was suggested by 

XI percent while appointing qualified leaders had 71 percent of the respondents’ views. Only 65 

percent ol the remaining respondents suggested lltere be additional funds as a major way of 

improving it Die findings emphasize the importance of participation and the need to hold 

consultative forums. When the community is cm (towered it fosters a sense of ownership. These 

in turn facilitate effective project implementation, conscientious monitoring of activities and
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substantial outcome is achieved. According to Kudqist and Woodford Berger 1996. stakeholders 

participation in monitoring help to detect more quickly the problems before they develop into 

major sources of conflict.

4.X .1 Response from the Croup Discussion

In this study the researcher opted to divide the group into men and women to solicit maximum 

results from the community in general, the groups comprised of respondents from the urban 

environment as 'sell as rural areas and included representatives from highly mobile set ups The 

responses summarized below represent the groups opinion of the Cl)l;.

4.X.2 Benefits of ( l)K Funds to the Community

■ I he community has benefited from the funds, the major impact being in education, where 

poor children have managed to access education through bursary funds meant for the 

poor and needy children in secondary schools and tertiary institutions. It has provided 

learning institutions with essential facilities like classrooms, laboratories, generators, 

solat energy, water pumps, wells, water tanks, desks, dormitories and some schools 

fenced.

• The fund has also supported the Health sector with facilities, like dispensaries in most of 

the locations, maternity wards. Stall'houses, hospital beds, solar energy and has accessed 

health facilities to the pustoralists. Immunization has been able to reach the village and 

manyattas and is anticipated to reduce child mortality.

• I he fund has had a major impact in the transportation industry, where roads have been 

built and others renovated, access to towns have been made possible and had roads made
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passable. Communication is easier and roads no longer a problem even in the rainy

season.

• In general, (.’ash How has increased within the constituency, Business is booming 

especially for the hardware dealers, casual and skilled employment has been reported to 

be on the increase, the trickle down effects to the families purchasing power fell. Ihe 

land has an impact ns a strategy to reduce poverty in the country and minimize the rural- 

urban migration.

4.8.3 Some of the Projects Being Supported by the CDF in the Locality

Some of the piojects being supported by the CDF' in the locality arc like dispensaries that were 

built and developed, schools built and some renovated. Communities have also been provided 

with generators, boreholes drilled, wells capped, dams excavated and bursary provided for the 

needy in secondary schools, it has transformed the community to be a working people who plan 

and tend for themselves.

4.8.4 Ways of Identifying Projects in the Areas.

The CDF Act expects the community to identify the locations’ needs, prepare a priority list of 

projects, and present it to the Constituency Development Fund Committee. The fund docs not 

provide specific guidelines for the application process. Ihe Constituency Development Fund 

Committee (CDFC) discusses and approves proposals and prioritizes the final list of projects. 

Although there are prescril>ed procedures in the CDF Act to allocate projects to the communities, 

other hidden rules come in play to influence funds allocution. The element of danism, cannot be 

ignored. The clans usually demand lor their share of the kitty and politicians are convinced to 

accept such schemes that usually influence the elections.
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p«ilitiMl campaigners and sponsors arc able to determine where the funds shall he allocated, the 

politicians rely on them to fund their campaigns and the ( T)F committees fall victim to such 

powers.

Campaign pledges equally influence project allocation. I lie commitment made during the 

campaigns cannot be reversed or questioned by the committee; in fact the committee themselves 

are appointed by the politician lor the politician. The pledges become a commitment to be 

fulfilled by the ( ’I)F committee to prove their loyally.

4.N.5 Conditions that arc attached for the Approval of the Project

■ fhc silent condition is that one must come from the constituency to benefit from the bursary 

kitty. The politically connected easily qualify and the correct clan equally matters. Business 

partners to the area Member of Parliament politely influenced approval. Members of 

parliament have the prerogative to approve or disapprove projects at pleasure. The 

communities are rewarded depending on their loyally to the politician

-l.S.h Ways of Prioritizing the Projects

I he Cl)l; has no capacity to provide for all the constituency needs as the resources allocated arc 

limited to meet the requests. Ihe community requirements are usually essential but cannot be all 

met and the project committee has to balance tin* community requests against (he constraints of 

the resources. Ihe communities have high expectations and it is difficult to gain agreement 

among people of diverse expectations. The challenge observed was the priorities at times did not 

reflect the needs of the community; they have been someone clse's priority. Situations have
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occurred where the community sees a contractor on site erecting toilets without their knowledge. 

Power brokers and contractors are not ready to compromise their needs lor the community and 

put their benefits before that of the society. However, the CDI provides for community 

considerations, the critical requirements take high priority and those that can wait assume 

medium priority to he met when resotirces permit. The act makes provisions tor the participation 

ol the local people to represent the interest of the community and the committees are bound to 

admit their priorities.

4.8.7 Monitoring and Kvaluatinn of CDI Projects

Monitoring and evaluation of the CDF is done by the project committees and the CDF Manager. 

Hie Ministry of Public Works issues a completion certificate to signify satisfactory completion 

of the project. The evaluation is usually treated with secrecy and only the contractors discuss the 

findings in confidence with the experts. Die information regarding evaluation is never shared 

with the community. The beneficiaries are kept at hay by the elites, most likely to secure their 

economic and political advantage.

•1.8.X Involvement of Women in the CDF

Women members in the CDF committees are scarce, there are no women appointed in the 

executive committee or leadership position. I lowever a few have benefited from contracts, but 

not as much as the men. Men virtually dominate ('I)I activities. ’Hie clan assumes women have 

no muscle to light for their share and would rather have men represent them.
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• Some of the short comings of CDF are like lack, of prioritization, poor identification of 

projects, duplication of projects with estimates costs not based on facts, interference by the 

Member of Parliament at will. Communities' hostility lo non locals. Most communities are 

illiterate and have no capacity to monitor or assess projects. Prujecl identification is currently 

a big issue. The politically connected and power brokers seem to carry the day; projects arc 

done to benefit individuals and particularly the campaigners of the area Member of 

Parliament. Those who oppose the aica Member of Parliament arc usually neglected, and 

their projects inadequately funded, while equality in fund distribution remains a great 

challenge.

• In some areas there ore projects that don’t meet the immediate needs of the community for 

example, the CDF committee might decide to approve a dormitory for schools which lacks 

classes, and the dormitory remains underutilized for a number of years and that amounts to 

misuse of public resources.

• Mushrooming of new settlements that aie introduced to benefit individuals. Contractors and 

powerful individuals* seemed to influence development of new settlements. The demand tor 

share of the CDF has heightened danism. Consequently each family wants to establish their 

domain: have a chief recruited from the lamily, a school developed, contracts awarded to 

their kin and earn from their political loyalty

4.8.0 Shortcom ings of CDF
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4.8.10 M ajor S trengths of f'D F

• It brings development to the location level, hence making the community to benefit from 

some of the things they were unable to have or to achieve.

• It also distributes national income equally. This helps bridge the gap of unequal 

development, by improving social amenities such as schools, health facilities and access to 

water flursalies lor university and tertiary students have improved access and retention in 

the learning institutions. Contracts have been awarded to ihc loeals, thus creating 

employment and income.

• It has also empowered the local communities by being involved in decision making process 

and has improved their livelihoods.

• Members of the communities have gained the skills required in development like 

participating in infrastructure development, well capping, construction works, and roiul 

maintenance, dam dcsilting and casual jobs that were inaccessible before the introduction of 

the fund.

4.X.I I Improvement that should be done in future in C'I)F Funded Projects

■ Hie CDF should place on notice boards the funds received and where disbursed, the projects 

undertaken and the contractors awarded. The project status should be circulated in the 

website foi all and sundry to consume.

■ flic committee should implement projects which serv e the interests of the community not the 

interest of Ihc people who are the next of kin of politicians or campaigners.

• In order to enhance ownership, location committees should liave a say in issuing of contracts 

in their own urea. Ibis should go with streamlining the tendering process and the committee 

members should be literate to understand the process. Fvcn their selection should be done in
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a democratic manner to improve on representation of all interested groups. The government 

should train the CDF committees on their roles and government procurement procedures to 

improve on the transparency.

■ Proper auditing of CDF accounts be done periodically and shared with the constituents, while 

those contractors who have misappropriated funds 01 known for pool workmanship should be 

blacklisted. I here is need to improve on monitoring and evaluation by encouraging 

community monitoring of projects.
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CIIAITFR FIVE: SUMMARY OK FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

5.0 Introduction

This chapter concludes the research study and summarizes the findings and makes 

recommendations. Further to this, it highlights other areas of further research that can be 

explored related to the subject discussed.

5.1 Summary o! Main Findings of the Study

I he researcher set out to investigate whether the local communities arc involved in the disign 

and implementation of CDF in Wnjir district. This was meant to establish the level of community 

participation and whether they participate in the initial design or implementation. From the 

results it was evident that the CDF planning is externally conceptualized and projects are drawn 

by the experts and handed to the community. The findings concord with Mnlwa ('.’004; 110) 

masked/passive participation, where bureaucrats sec participation as the process of drawing in 

l>coplc into the implementation of pre-determined development goals.

The findings concluded that it is not a requirement for the community to contribute free labour or 

resources as part of their contribution. The CDF funds projects in totality and does not subscribe 

to development approaches that require the community to contribute to subsidize development 

budgets. 13cnc!iciarics arc not required to cost share or contribute labour or capital to maintain 

the project

I hc research established that power brokers form the link between the communities and the CDF 

patrons'. The brokers pretend to speak for the community but have individual interests that 

prevail above the community’s. The brokers have connections with the CDF and government
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officials, politicians ami serve their interest and that of their master. I he benefit to the 

community is minimal. Mulwa (2004) terms this as vertical participation, where peoples chosen 

representatives turn out to he compromised and misrepresent the community

lhe local leaders appear to disregard the capacity of the local community to decide their needs. 

People are denied opportunity to make choices and arc expected to abide by the leaders, who are 

assumed to understand their needs and priorities. According to the leaders, communities have no 

capacity to comprehend development matters ami can only execute plans drawn by their leaders. 

Chiefs therefore, employ punitive measures to coerce communities to accommodate their views.

Participation of women in the CDF is very low compared to that of men, especially the 

past oral i st and those of low economic standing. Many rural women wait for the men to decide on 

their Miall'. They arc underrepresented in the CDI; management committee and arc not in any 

leadership position including the executive committee ol the CDF, The project docs not target 

the participation of women Women have remained passive anil surrendered to men 

Communities accept that women cannot light for them and have no capacity to undertake 

projects funded by the CDF. Men seem to benefit more than women.

I lie study observed that CDF. encourages the supremacy of the elites and the local leaders, the 

locals have to wait for guidance from elites who under rate the local capacity to comprehend. 

Leaders remain the greatest challenge to local participation and bar communities to assume their 

responsibilities, l he elites prefer to decide for the community who, according to them, cannot 

grasp development matters



The communities understand what the CL)! is all about and appreciate the government that 

created the fund The fund has attracted great interest among tlic communities and for the first 

lime they feel ihat they have a say on how the government money can be spent in their 

constituency. They appreciate the devolved mode of planning, away from centralized planning.

lhc study acknowledges the benefit of the fund ami the major impact being in education, the 

bursary scheme has given the poor and needy assess to education, learning institutions with 

basic learning and teaching materials, tlmt include classrooms, laboratories, power generators, 

solar energy, desks, wells and other necessary materials. Many schools that used to operate under 

tree shades now have classrooms I lealih facilities have greatly improved with dispensaries being 

provided.

The research also observes that dcspiie the major success of the CDI-. there arc other challenges 

associated lb it The element of clanism seems to gain prominence, latch clan seems to demand 

their share o f the CDI- kitty. Some actually develop settlements of their own and demand 

contracts specifically tor them lhc communities ap|>ear to halkani/c and fence their territory tor 

the kin.

Hie CDf committees have limited authority over decisions made by the Member of Parliament. 

Political pledges mlluencc the committee decisions; committees themselves arc appointed by the 

politician for the politician and serve the political interest of the elected member.

lhc study also observed that the CDP has no capacity to provide for expensive projects, lhc 

resources allocated are limited and cannot meet the high community expectations. I he challenge 

with the fund is that despite the constraints, the committees’ distribution of resources, at times, 

docs not reflect the needs of the community They are someone cisc's priority. Situations have
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occurred, where contractors are seen on site erecting toilets, without the knowledge of the 

community. The benefits of the contractor override that of the community.

I’hcrc are reported instances, where projects have received support from different lunds and the 

fund managers seem to enjoy that loophole. There are no checks in place to determine double 

allocation or misappropriation that may occur. It is possible to pay for a project funded 

differently. Some projects did not address the immediate needs of the community, for instance 

the CDF may decide to approve a dormitory for a school that lacks classrooms or desks.

Evaluation of the CDF is usually carried out by the project committee as stipulated However, 

the evaluation is treated with secrecy and only contractors discuss details with the experts. 

Information on evaluation is never shared with the community: there is no room to secure their 

concerns The elites keep them at bay, most likely to their advantage.
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5.2 Mcromnirndntions

The government should involve the locals in the implementation of CDF projects as there are no 

communities that cannot identify and own development priorities. Communities arc able to 

monitor and evaluate projects that they have initialed for their own purpose.

Communities should be informed on tlte avenues available for redress, clarify mechanisms to file 

disputes and opportunities for arbitration. It is important that they are educated on their right to 

demand from the CDF on how the fund was utilized and display of utilization on public notice 

boards.

Social audit process should lie encouraged to evaluate how the funds are utilized. The social 

auditor should he drawn from the community, particularly volunteers, willing to uplift their 

social welfare The audit will increase accountability, ensure projects are not left incomplete and 

prevent abuse of office by those entrusted with the fund.

A minimum education requirement for the Members of the committee should he set to eliminate 

appointment of illiterate persons to the committee. I lus will enhance transparency and quality 

discussions of the members. I here should l>e a criterion to select members of the committee and 

the members of parliament should not have the prerogative to appoint their cronies or relatives.

Communities should be empowered and capacities built to enable them influence those in 

authority and represent people's specific ami collective interests and aspirations. Empowering 

should entail; to encourage the community to take active responsibility over their destiny.
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The fund should promote community participation, which will seek to involve the community in 

the project design and implementation, more importantly; it will seek to link people's fell needs 

with project goals. 1'his will ensure ownership of the CDF projects and support sustainability, 

even when the funds are exhausted.

5..1 Conclusion

CDF is a participatory fund that provides opportunities lor the communities to be involved in all 

its stages, the fund is appreciated by all ami sundry, and for the first time communities are 

involved to decide how the government monies are used in the constituencies. Nevertheless, the 

challenge lies with the implementors, who have adopted unorthodox means to gain individually 

at the expense of the majority, flic committees and menders of parliament need to open up to 

allow communities to fully participate instead of executing predetermined plans drawn from 

outside. They should not assume that the communities have no capacity and isolate them from 

participation.
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